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The vertical packaging machine RSC is specially designed to
give extra speed at a reduced price.

Working in a constant way, the RSC achieves a higher
packaging speed thanks to the support of the jaws. They
accompany and accommodate the product inside the bag,
whilst reducing the product breakage, thus resulting in a
higher product quality. 

- High packaging speeds up to 90
b.p.m

- Packaging through continuous
film movement.

- The horizontal jaws accompany
the film along the sealing process
increasing packaging speeds.

- Improved design of VFFS RS series

- Belt drive system with vacuum.

- Motorized reel holder with expanding
shaft.

RSC PACKAGING MACHINE 

Pillow Pillow + eurohole Strings

B A G  T Y P E S

A D J U S T A B L E  H O R I Z O N T A L
W E L D I N G  B Y  P R E S S U R E
S E T T I N G  

Perfect closing, no “chimneys” between the welds. Maximum
seal guarantee. 

Possibility to configure different clamping forces, depending
on the film thickness. 

Pressure adjustment through tightening torque and
position. 

Pilllow + adhesive 

- Possibility of adding inert gas to
improve the preservation of the
packed product.

Block bottom Block bottom 
+ adhesive

Block bottom 
+ hole



S T A N D A R  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Type of protection (electrical panel) 
Security 

Standard electric connection 

Compressed air consumption 

Reel unwinder

Spot detention system
Drive belts actuation
Drive belts
Correas de arrastre
Type of blade
Vertical weld actuation

Type of vertical weld

Vertical welding temperature control
Type of probe

Type of horizontal jaws

Control system

Communication

constant and pulse heat

PID (interior independent, exterior communicating with
PLC) 

Round, oval or rectangular (opt. special sizes)

PLC with tactile screen (OMRON)

Metal detector, dynamic weight control, weighers (linear
and multihead weighers), volumetric dosers, elevator-
feeders, belts, conveyors, shrink wrapper machines,

automatic case packers, palletizers, palletizing robots,
labelling machines, coders. 

Ethernet and wifi 

RSC 

Max bag width (mm) 

Min recommended bag width (mm) 

Reel max width (mm) 

Max Bag length (mm) 

Min Bag length (mm) 

Max recommended mechanical speed  

Maximum energy consumption 

Packaging reel materials

Horizontal weld actuation

Horizontal welding temperature control

Types of forming tubes

Peripherals integrated in the system

Machine parametrization

Integration with customer´s SCADA
system
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90 bpm

IP 65

Normative CE (98/37/CEE)-UL (optional)

380V, 3F+N, 50Hz

7kw

50-150 l/min

PE, complex, heat sealable paper and recyclable 

motorized with film tension adjustment

photocell (opt. optical fiber)

2 direct drive gear motors

2 motorreductores transmisión directa
with vacuum system 

Serrated (fine, coarse or smooth cut)

Continuous

overlapped or inverted

independent PID communicating with PLC

Termopar type J

Servo motor and epicyclic gear box

Via software 

Yes (optional) 

Nuts

Snacks and
chips 

Bakery and pastry 

Rice, pulses and
cereals 

Hardware 

Salt and sugar 

Spices and
seasonings 

Frozen foods 

Short pasta 

Flours, semolina
and couscous

Candies and
sweets 

Ice 

Agrochemical and
construction 
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